TESTIMONIALS
Best PD EVER!!

AT - Education Support Officer

All over Australia, more Classic Autistic families NEED to hear your story and be empowered. Professionals
need to hear your story to stop underestimating Classic Autistics.
Name: Not supplied
We came to your Geelong talk last night and you were both nothing short of inspirational. My 13 year old
was diagnosed with Aspergers, ADHD and Anxiety at around 8 years old. For him to listen to someone who
shared and more importantly over came many similar has was wonderful and gave him so much
confidence. He kept jabbing me with his elbow and saying "that is like me Dad" and we talked all the way
home about Daniel's achievements and it gave my boy real belief that things would work out for him (sadly
this is not always the case).One of the main things we took away from the talk was how much positive effect
the extra curricular activities and camps seem to have on Daniel's confidence and social skills. My boy has
never had the confidence to get involved in these kind of things but listening to both of you talk about these
experiences has given him renewed determination to give such things a go, as well as a real understanding
of the benefits of these kinds of activities. In this sense we can see that listening to your story could be the
catalyst for some real improvement in our situation and we cannot thank you enough for that.We talked on
the way home about Chris Varney, Temple Grandin and Daniel. We will spend more time on the weekend
reading about and listening to other inspirational people with Autism. It is wonderful for my boy to see that
he shares so much with such inspirational people. Thank you again for sharing your story and we would
love to come and see your next talk. CV
We were at your Shepparton presentation and I was moved to tears by the strength and courage you both
have. We have a 5 year old high functioning autistic boy W****, and although we are doing all we can to
help him grow to a fine adult, as the parents of an autistic child you always seem to doubt yourself........but
tonight you showed us how far love, support and confidence can take our special ones. I cannot thank you
enough for sharing your story and giving us hope, Daniel is a fine young man, if W**** becomes half the
man Daniel is I will be sooooooo proud.Daryl you have done an incredible job, your an inspiration to all of
us with a loved one on the spectrum. JS
My son and I attended your presentation last night and we'd like to thank you for sharing your story and
journey with us. Both Daniel and Daryl are amazing people and have such terrific advice and knowledge to
share. We would recommend all professionals, parents, children and the wider community to attend
Daniel's presentation. We hope we can meet with you again one day and all the best for the future. NC
What an amazing journey Daniel has been on! EVERYONE should get the opportunity to listen to this
inspiring story about overcoming challenges, building resilience, having high expectations and achieving
what you want in life. KS
I just heard the inspiring talk by Daniel Giles and his dad, Daryl, on the autism journey, in Bendigo. I would
recommend attending for parents and for those on the spectrum who would like to hear more about autism
as a lived experience. AR

